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Q:  Does it still matter what Warren Buffett buys? 

 
Brian Lockhart:  While it is not the only data point an investor should consider when 
managing a portfolio, it seems foolish not to at least watch from a distance what the most 
successful investor of our generation is doing. It seems like every time the investing public 
believes it is time to dismiss the Oracle of Omaha, he doesn’t understand technology, 
internet, blockchain . . . something happens with the economy or markets that makes him 
look like a genius still.  

Large investors like Berkshire Hathaway are required to file Form 13-F with the SEC on a 
quarterly basis showing what they bought and sold with a 3-month lag. Berkshire’s 13-F is 
closely followed by investors, small and large alike, and the stocks that show up as buys 
often get what is referred to as a Buffett bounce. The latest quarterly filing showed some 
interesting transactions.  

The largest purchase was Bank of America, suggesting Buffett and his team were bullish 
on financials. Rising interest rates are typically good for banks’ earnings so this made sense, 
however, at the same time he slashed his holdings of Wells Fargo. Turns out it was astute 
stock picking as BOA outperformed WFC by a wide margin since the trade. Buffett sold 
drug maker Merck but took an initial position in Royalty Pharma, a company that funds late-
stage trials in exchange for a share of the future royalty payments. 

 
Clint Pekrul, CFA:  It’s hard to ignore the investment decisions of who many consider to 
be the greatest investor of all time. Warren Buffet’s holding company – Berkshire Hathaway 
– has had an incredible run over several decades. Interestingly, Buffet tends to add the 
most value when the overall markets are in the doldrums. Just go back to 2000 or 2008 
and compare Berkshire’s performance to the broader S&P 500 Index. His outperformance 
during these periods is a direct result of his investment discipline. He doesn’t pay high 
multiples for companies with questionable earnings or long-term prospects. On the one 
hand, his discipline might mean periods of underperformance, particularly when growth 
investing is in vogue. But when valuations (e.g., price-to-earnings multiples) revert to the 
mean, his performance tends to shine. 

To be certain, technology has changed the investment landscape over the past several 
decades. The edge that Buffet had early on was that he knew in detail the fundamentals of 
certain companies that the general investing public either didn’t have access to or didn’t 
bother to fully understand. Now that information is available to anybody. So, I think this has 
taken a bit of the edge away that Buffet had years ago. Plus, it’s more difficult to add alpha 
given the sheer size of Berkshire Hathaway. 


